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Welcome Geoff. Let’s start at the very beginning, when were you born and where? 
 

GD: I was born in Victor Harbor. I think the hospital at the time was owned by Sister LeDan; I think it was in 
Seaview Road. I was born on the 24th January 1923. 
 
I believe it was a private hospital wasn’t it? 
 
GD: Yes it was a private hospital, Sister LeDan was the owner of it I think. 
 
She started it I believe. 
 
GD: As I understood, yes. 
 
With somebody else; I can’t remember his name. It was called Laguna I think. 
 
GD: Oh yes. 
 
What work were your parents doing when you were born? 
 
GD:  Dad was a farmer; his father was still alive at the time. He probably did most of the work on the farm. He was 
the only one of the four boys that were on the farm. His eldest brother was in the Railways in NSW. Another 
brother had a farm at Waitpinga; George. His other brother James was a commercial traveller, I think for G&R 
Wills. He was in Adelaide. 
 
How long had your father have the farm? 
 
GD:  Grandfather actually owned the farm and he bought it in 1891 which was the year Dad was born. 
Grandfather purchased five Sections each of roughly eighty acres and they cost him £1,200.0.0 for the five 
Sections. 
 
I don’t know what that would be worth these days. 
 
GD: A stupendous amount; out of all proportion to the value, or to the productive value I should say. 
 
So when Dad took it over from his Dad, what was the size of the farm then? Was it 5 x 80? 
 
GD: No, no; there were only two Sections that Dad took over. Two home sections were left to him; the other 
three Sections were left to Grandfather’s daughters and the son who was the commercial traveller. 
 
Did they sell what they were left? 
 
GD: His brother died during the Second World War and he left his section to my father. The Section alongside 
that, that was left to my auntie that lived in Victor; she died in ’48 I think it was. She left that Section to my father. 
The other Section was left to his other two daughters and they eventually sold that after the War. That was run, I 
think, by their brother George, because it was close up to his land. 
 
What’s your earliest memory of working on the farm? Learning to milk the cows and all that. 
 
GD: I always liked it; I used to follow the plough around when Dad was ploughing. Seeding, I’d always be there. 
Hay-making, of course it was all done with the binders back in those days. I enjoyed watching how that machine 



cut down the standing crop and bundled it up into sheaves and tied them up and spat them out. The inventor of it 
certainly brought something there that was a great help to the farmer. 
 
Do you remember learning to ride the horses? 
 
GD: No I was never keen on riding horses, one thing I didn’t do. For most of the time there were only draught 
horses on the farm. My sister, one of my sisters, was very keen on riding and there was a pony purchased for her 
and later a horse. My Dad used to ride, he’d ridden in his younger days and whenever there was a riding horse on 
the farm he’d ride rather than go on “Shank’s Pony” as the saying goes. 
 
Apart from the draught horses, you had riding horses as well? 
 
GD: Only the one. 
 
Only one? 
 
GD: Only one, yes. 
 
Tell us about your education, where were you educated? 
 
GD: I was educated at the Victor Harbor Primary School and I started there in 1929. When I finished there I had 
two years at the Victor Harbor High School. The first year of High School and the first term of the Second Year 
were in the Congregational Church Memorial Hall which was a real trial for us. The second term in that second 
year we came down to the new High School here, opposite the Council Chambers. That was a real eye-opener for 
us because having the steel cabinets to put our books and one thing and another in instead of living out of 
suitcases and boxes and one thing and another at the Cong. Church. Yeah, it was real great to come into a decent 
sort of a school. 
 
How did you get to school from the farm? 
 
GD: Primary school days when I started I had to walk about a quarter of a mile to one of the neighbours. They had 
a daughter, a young daughter who was a couple of classes, three or four years older than me, then the pair of us 
would walk down to the next neighbour, Battyes, and they had a daughter that was going to school and she used 
to drive us down there in a sulky pulled by a pony. 
 
We used to come down to Gribble’s Garage, Gribbles Blacksmiths, which was on the corner of Stuart Street and 
Albert Place. The pony and the cart were left there during the day and after school we’d go there, harness up 
again and come home. Then it was a case of walk from Battyes to home, which was roughly, I suppose, three 
quarters of a mile. We didn’t used to worry about it in those days. 
 
Not at that age, no. 
 
GD: When those two girls left school I think; and the two sisters had started school, I think my father used to 
bring us down but we had to walk home. Then later still we walked to and from school which was about four 
miles; four miles each way. Then in the last year of High School I rode a pushbike. 
 
So some days you walked eight miles? 
 
GD: Yep. 
 
That would have taken you an hour each way? 
 
GD: Just depend how much you dawdled on the way! (Chuckles) 
 
You mean you played up? 
 



GD: Oh no we might see a fox in among the reeds as we were coming through the paddocks and things like that 
and you’d go and investigate, one thing and another and of course, some wet years the birds would be nesting in 
the areas of rushes and one thing and another. We used to walk across where Encounter Lakes is now; we used to 
take a short cut through there. Go along the main road to Maude Street, or Bartel Boulevard isn’t it? From there 
we’d take a beeline across the paddocks there and come out round Yilki. 
 
None of those roads were sealed at that time were they? 
 
GD: I think the road called Bay Road past the High School, I think that was sealed but they were only about twelve 
feet wide. Tabernacle Road wasn’t sealed until later on and Franklin Parade was just a metal road, it wasn’t sealed 
either. 
 
So it was still a dirt track? 
 
GD: Oh, no not dirt, metal. 
 
Like a walking path? 
 
GD: More or less, yeah. In fact, most years there’d be a group of unemployed men cracking stone alongside what 
is now Franklin Parade, between the road and the beach. They’d have piles of stone there that they had to crack 
down to road metal size. That was the unemployed during the Depression. 
 
How old were you when you left school? Fifteen? 
 
GD: Yes I was fifteen when I left school. 
 
That would have been 1937 then? 
 
GD: At the beginning of ’38 I left school. 
 
Then you were looking for your first job, what was it? 
 
GD: I wanted to stay on the farm but one of Mum’s brothers came down and he was a pattern-maker in Adelaide. 
A pattern-maker makes patterns for any castings, no matter what they were cast in, cast iron, steel, brass, 
aluminium or whatever. They were all made in wood and he knew I was reasonably good at mathematics and 
arithmetic and he asked me whether I’d like to work for him. Mum and Dad didn’t stop me even though they had 
to pay for my board in Adelaide when I stayed with my grandparents in there. 
 
It cost me sixpence a day, threepence each way to get to work and back in those days it was five and a half days a 
week, forty-four hours so that meant that three shillings of my five shillings a week wage went in tram fares. I 
didn’t fancy that idea for very long, wrote back and asked my father to put my bike on the bus and I collected it in 
Adelaide and then I used to ride to work. 
 
And save all that money? 
 
GD: Yes and then of course, Uncle used to send me around the main streets of Adelaide to pay accounts and 
collect bolts, nuts, screws, whatever, one day I even had to lug a ten foot length of six by four around to the Globe 
Timber Mills in Flinders Street to get it planed all round. This meant riding the bike one-handed with the ten foot 
length of timber over my left shoulder. 
 
Very dangerous! 
 
GD: Up Angas Street, Hanson Street, Pulteney Street and into Flinders Street and of course I couldn’t give any 
right-hand turns signals, so I don’t know how lucky I was. 
 
At least you didn’t clobber anybody! 



 
GD: No, and I didn’t get the front wheel caught in the tram lines! 
 
 So you stayed in Adelaide all the week and came home on weekends> 
 
GD: No, no I stayed in town all along. 
 
I thought you came back to learn about the farm on the weekends. 
 
GD: No. 
 
Geoff, how did you get to Adelaide and back in those days? 
 
GD: I think most times when we went; we went on a bus service that ran between Victor and Adelaide. There 
were two brothers, the Wallage brothers, Doug and Ray and another chap whose surname was Webster. I think 
his Christian name might have been Eric and they each had a Packard or a Studebaker car that sat two in the front 
alongside the driver; the seat behind that seated four people and then behind that there was a bit of a gap where 
they used to erect a dicky seat as they called it. If there were any children on the bus they usually got put on the 
dicky seats and then behind that there was another bench seat right across the back of the bus that seated 
another four so that a full bus would have held fourteen passengers and each of the Wallage brothers and 
Webster had one bus that seated the same number. 
 
Did it go straight through or did it pick up from other places? 
 
GD: No, if there was anybody on the side of the road, Mt Compass; I don’t think they were allowed to pick up the 
other side of Willunga because there was a bus service from Adelaide to Willunga by another firm. I think this side 
of the top of Willunga Hill I think they were allowed to pick up and drop off. 
 
Do you remember how much it cost? 
 
GD: No I don’t remember how much. No I was going to say ten shillings but I think it might have been quite a bit 
less than that. No, I wouldn’t know. 
 
What was your weekly wage at that time? 
 
GD: Only five shillings. 
 
If the bus was ten, you wouldn’t be making any money at all. Were all the roads to Adelaide sealed by then? 
 
GD: No, the Adelaide road was sealed to the best of my knowledge while we were going to school. I would say 
somewhere about 1934 – 1936 in that era. I remember coming back from Adelaide on the bus, the metal, the 
base metal had all been put down and rolled, they were spreading the bitumen when we came down and we had 
to stop, the bus had to stop while the workmen sprinkled the gravel over the bitumen. Once they’d done that we 
could go on. I think that was the first time it was sealed, up until then it was just a metal road. 
 
I read somewhere that the road was finally sealed by 1928, that sounds a bit early going by what you were 
saying. Did you ever look to see if there was a train service to Adelaide then? 
 
GD: Yes. 
 
I suppose the times were wrong for you to get to work. 
 
GD: Yes, I think the train used to leave Victor about 8.30 of a morning but it took four hours to get there which 
meant it was 12.30 pm before you got to Adelaide whereas the bus only took a bit over the two hours. 
 



Half the time. The train was no good for going to work because it takes too long. Did you ever use the trains at 
all for trips or holidays? 
 
GD: I think we used them occasionally but I suppose, probably one of the thoughts were, the kiddies get irritable 
sitting for any length of time and if you’ve only got to sit for two hours in the bus it’s far better than sitting for 
four hours in the train. I wouldn’t know but that would be my guess. The bus may have been cheaper than the 
rail, I don’t know. 
 
Tell us about your family history going back as far as you can. 
 
GD: My grandfather came out, I think, in 1854. Matthew Jagger came out with the Reverend Newland in 1839 
with his wife and children. Several years after he was out here his wife died and several years later he went back 
to England and while he was there he married Jane Depledge. Jane had two sons but evidently she wasn’t married 
when either of them was born. Matthew married her and I’ve heard that one of the conditions was that her sons 
would be treated the same as his and I think they were. 
 
Grandfather eventually was able to purchase a farm as I mentioned earlier and I think in his early days out here 
once he went to work he went to work for the District Council clearing roads of stumps and one thing and another 
and I don’t know whether he used to have to put the metal down or not but I have heard that was one of his early 
jobs here. 
 
He evidently worked for people until he had gained enough money and then he married and he had seven 
children. Where he lived I’ve never been able to pinpoint other than that he bought the farm west of the Bluff in 
1891 so there was some thirty odd years after he came out that he was working and living and raising a family. 
My father was the youngest of the family and he was born in 1891 just after they’d bought the farm. 
 
I cannot believe your memory, you’re incredible, you’re ninety-two years of age and your memory is incredible. 
I must tell people that you’re not reading any notes; it’s all in your head! 
 
Tell us about the beach that is nicknamed Deps Beach, the Depledge Beach. How did it get its name? 
 
GD: The story that I was told was that prior to 1940 when the barrages were put across the Murray, the Bay was a 
place where hundreds if not millions of mullet fish were caught. During my schooldays there were two Ewens 
families came, they used to call him, I think his Christian name was Lou; and his sons Bill and George and Frank 
Ewens whose sons Harry and Ray fished for mullet and then there were the Rumbelow families, Cain and Hubert 
and David and Lionel and Malen who was often called Ween. They all fished for mullet and the Shannons, Josh 
Shannon. They all fished for mullet in the Bay. 
 
Now and again when there were no schools to catch in the Bay they’d often go up on to the saddle of the Bluff 
and have a look at Petrel Cove to see if there were any there. From there they could see Deps Beach and then 
they’d often drive around in their horse and cart up the other end of Kings Beach Road to see if there were any at 
Kings Beach and there often were. In my younger days I can remember seeing them rowing past the old farm 
between West Island and the mainland to Kings Beach to go round a school of mullet. 
 
As I was told that ‘s how it got its name, Deps Beach, because Grandfather at the time, owned the land beyond 
the beach, just behind the beach and Kings Beach which got its name because I think the original settler over 
there was a fellow by the name of Kings. If you go further around the coast you’ve got Parsons Beach and if you 
go the other way you’ve got Bashams Beach at Port Elliot, named after the people who owned the land behind 
the beach. 
 
So the general story was that the beaches were named after the people who owned the land immediately 
around the beach. 
 
GD: It was always Deps Beach. The last few years it’s been called Depledge Beach, I don’t know for why but like I 
say, all my lifetime it’s been Deps Beach. 
 



When I checked some of the history books this week they called it Depledge Beach, not Deps. 
 
GD: Yep. 
 
What’s in a name? You mentioned the Rumbelows; they were the major fishing industry weren’t they? They 
had a fishing industry didn’t they? 
 
GD:  Yes, yes. They used to catch tons of mullet in the Bay from November on to perhaps March and then when 
the barrages were put in that sort of stopped. The mullet are still here but nowhere near the numbers they were 
prior to that. I can remember coming home, walking home from school and seeing one of their flatties that full of 
mullet that there was only about an inch of the woodwork above water there were that many fish in it. 
 
Did you or your father have any business with the Rumbelows? 
 
GD: No, no. The only business we ever had with them was sometimes I’d get sent down to buy a dozen mullet and 
a dozen mullet used to cost us two shillings. If you were lucky you got thirteen or fourteen for your dozen. 
 
The other big family here was Kleinigs. Did you deal with Kleinigs at all? Kleinigs Hill was named after them. 
 
GD: Kleinigs yes. 
 
Your father must have dealt with them because they supplied farms didn’t they? 
 
GD: Yes, they were agents for Massey Harris, Sunshine Massey Harris at one stage, farm implements. At another 
stage they were agents for International, McCormick-Deering. Dad had implements from both those firms so yes, 
he would have dealt with them. They were also big chaff merchants down here and I can remember when I was 
going to school in early years Dad must have sold them some hay; some sheaved hay and I’d just left Battyes to 
walk home and this truck pulled up alongside. It had three chaps in it, no doors on the cabin, in one side and out 
the other. They pulled up and asked if I was young Dep and I said, “Yeah.” 
 
They said, “Hop in; we’ll give you a ride home.” So I hopped in and they gave me a ride home. I always remember 
on the wooden dashboard there was an oval enamel disk that said that persons riding in this vehicle do so at their 
own risk. They took me home and they put on a load of hay and left. 
 
Which were the other big businesses that affected you on the farm and that you dealt with? 
 
GD: I suppose the only other business that affected us in any way was, at the time when Dad had the cows, the 
milk always used to be separated and he sold the cream. It was a firm, AE Hall & Co from Strath, used to come; I 
forget whether it was once or twice a week. They’d come to the farm and collect it. I suppose that was about the 
only other firm. 
 
That you dealt with? 
 
GD: Yeah. 
 
Was their an abattoir locally? Where was the nearest abattoir? 
 
GD: There wasn’t an abattoir established down the south here until Metro started at Noarlunga and that was well 
after the War. Butchers used to kill their own; they had their own slaughter yards round the Bay down here and 
they did all their slaughtering there. 
 
So when you sold cattle you sold direct to the butchers? 
 
GD: Yep. 
 
Straight to the butcher? 



 
GD: Yep. I don’t think there was a market down here until, wouldn’t have been, I reckon it wouldn’t have started 
until after the War. 
 
Mid forties? 
 
GD: Yeah. If you had any large numbers of stock to sell they had to be driven through the town to the railway 
yards down by Eyre Terrace, down there and loaded there on the rail. 
 
One thing on the family history I notice that as you walk into the Council building there’s a famous whale pot 
there. It’s years since I read the plaque but you reminded me about what’s on the plaque. Can you tell us 
what’s on the plaque? 
 
GD: I don’t know the exact words but the gist of it is that it was donated by the descendants of William Depledge 
as a memorial, donated to the District Council to be kept in perpetuity by the Council as a memory of the early 
settlers of the district. I think Grandfather came by it after the sale of the fishery down the Bay. What year that 
was I don’t know. 
 
It’s a famous landmark now. 
 
GD: Yes. 
 
Let’s go back to when you left your apprenticeship in Adelaide –you didn’t finish your apprenticeship did you? 
 
GD: No, no I only spent a year in there. I couldn’t get on with working set hours, working by the clock. I just 
couldn’t manage it. I got chipped a few times for not working when I should have been working and having a cool 
drink or something like that so I just said, ”Right, that’s it!” 
 
And then you came back to the farm. How long did you work there? 
 
GD: I came back on the farm at the beginning of ’39 and towards the end of 1941 unmarried males between 
eighteen and thirty-five had to register for National Service and I came in that group. In February 1942 after the 
Japanese had come into the War I got called up with five or six other lads from down here. We went into the 
Army in the Fourth Garrison Battalion. We trained in Adelaide for three or four months and then were sent to 
Sydney where we were on Beach Guard at various beaches from Manly down to Maroubra. I was stationed at 
Bondi Beach for a while then at Maroubra Beach and from there we were sent to Cowra and a machine-gun 
training battalion. There were three of us on leave in Sydney and one of the other lads spotted this big 
advertisement about joining the Navy and of course we said, “Oh you know, we’re in the Services, what’s the 
difference?” 
 
He said, “Well you’ve always got your bed with you, you’ve always got a roof over your head and you don’t have 
to sleep in the mud or the dust or all the rest of it.” Anyway, when we got back to Cowra we all sent away to join 
the Navy. Several weeks later our forms came back but the lad whose idea it was he was in hospital with 
appendicitis. The other lad had the wrong papers sent to him, they’d gone to another lad with the same surname 
and the same initials as him who tried to join at the same time and the papers got muddled up. I was the only one 
of the three that came to Adelaide, demobbed out of the Army and joined the Navy the same day so that’s how 
that came about. 
 
What was your Active War Service in the Navy? You did convoys didn’t you? 
 
GD: Yes, I was trained as a stoker which I think was probably one of the best jobs going in the Navy. I might be 
wrong there, others might have other ideas. Eventually when I was sent to a ship it was on convoy duty, a 
corvette. The first one was on Loane for a couple of months then I got posted to another one and I remained on 
her until the end of the War. 
 
What routes were you doing on the convoy? You said Thursday Island didn’t you? 



 
GD: It was on the Darwin – Thursday Island convoys for several years. Then we had something wrong with our 
radar and another corvette had something wrong with its sonar gear so they sent the two of us down to 
Fremantle for repairs and we spent about six months down there. After the repairs were done we were exercising 
with American and British submarines outside Fremantle Harbour. Then we were sent back up north and on the 
way we had to convoy a dry dock that had been sent out from England. I think it finished up at Manus Island, I 
wouldn’t be sure. Then we were sent up to Morotai and did convoys from Morotai to Karakhan and Balikpapan. 
Then when the Japs surrendered we took the surrender at Makassar in the Celebes. 
 
Did you see much active fighting?  
 
GD:  We were fortunate in a way that we didn’t have any contacts with submarines or anything like that. 
 
When you were demobbed, did you come straight back to the farm? 
 
GD: Yeah, straight back; couldn’t get back quick enough. 
 
I guess you were glad to see your parents. 
 
GD: Yes, yes. 
 
Had you been home on leave in the four and a half years? 
 
GD: I was home twice on leave; the first time was when we were down at Fremantle, we came across on the 
Transcontinental; back in those days the old steam train. The second time was just after the War finished, I 
suppose about five or six months after the War finished; at the beginning of 1946 I was back home for leave from 
Brisbane. 
 
You were on the farm with Dad; did you say there were no cows left by then? 
 
GD: No, no, he still had the cows; in fact he slowly increased the numbers and eventually he bought a milking 
machine. Until then they’d always been milked by hand. He bought the milking machine, put up a shed, put the 
machine in and that made things a lot easier and he ran quite a few more cattle. 
 
You were also growing crops. 
 
GD: Oh yes, yes. 
 
Then we come to the most important time in your life, where did you meet the love of your life? 
 
GD: I met her at a, I suppose you could call it a party for the returned members of the family. It was put on by 
Mum’s sister in Adelaide. Of course I was her nephew, her husband’s brother had a son that was in the Air Force 
so he was a nephew as well and then there was a cousin that was in the Army. She put on this party for the three 
of us and the sister of the Air Force lad turned up with another brother, the sisters were there and she invited 
several other girls as well. That was actually where I met my wife for the first time; she was the Air Force lad’s 
sister. 
 
Obviously you courted her for awhile. 
 
GD: Yes, yes, there were several years before we became engaged and married. 
 
I suppose in those days Geoff, people didn’t rush into marriage like they do now, they took longer with the old-
fashioned courting. 
 
GD: The recognised thing back in those days was that you supplied the home and you had to do all the work and 
one thing and another and you had the farm to run. If you had children, right; you had to pay for the birth and the 



rearing of them and one thing and another. I think there was a ‘baby bonus’ or something paid in those days; it 
was pretty small I think. I just forget the full facts of it now. Parents weren’t paid like they are today. 
 
No. what year did you get married? 
 
GD: 1953. 
 
You were still working on the farm so was the farm still as big? 
 
GD: The year I was born my father was fortunate enough to buy a Section of land, just this edge of Waitpinga that 
was all scrub. He got it for ten shillings an acre back in those days. He only bought it because it had a bit of big 
timber both ends which they wanted for firewood. There was no electricity or anything on farms back in those 
days. All the cooking and heating and one thing and another was all by wood. That was the reason he bought it 
but then in ’39 they found that light scrub country could be brought in to production with the use of trace 
elements; copper and molybdenum. A lot of that land was starting to be cleared just as the War was started. Of 
course, after the War, there were thousands of acres cleared down in the south-east and Eyre Peninsula and 
Kangaroo Island for Soldier Settlement blocks. 
 
How long after you married did your father die? 
 
GD: Dad died in 1978, so that was twenty-five years. 
 
Yes, twenty-five years. You had two children? 
 
GD: Yes two boys. 
 
Did you teach them farming? 
 
GD: They were both keen; working on the farm they enjoyed it, they enjoyed the work, and they enjoyed getting 
out after work, shooting or fishing or whatever. Yeah they really enjoyed it. They both would have liked to have 
come on the farm I think but Dad being alive at the time and the way things were, the wages that would have had 
to have been paid to them and one thing and another would have made it pretty hard all around. 
 
You couldn’t support that many. 
 
GD: No, and so I suggested to them that they already had a background of farm work and one thing and another if 
the worst came to the worst I said that if you can get a job that will always be required I said, “You’d be best off in 
the building industry or as a butcher or something like that. They will always be required as people always want 
meat, they’ll always want houses built or repaired or whatever. If you can get into a job like that I’d suggest you 
do and if things come around that you can get on the farm, or come back on the farm, good.” 
 
What did they finish up doing? 
 
GD: They both finished up in the building trade and I think they both enjoyed it. Whenever they come back home 
they always like to hop in and help and one thing and another. 
 
I find it hard to believe that you’re still running the farm yourself! 
 
GD: I still do what I can. 
 
Do the sons help you? 
 
GD: Yeah well a son at present is in Western Australia, he’s been there three or four years now. The chap he was 
working for in Victor, things got a bit slack here and he managed to get some work over in Western Australia, the 
pay was quite good and he suggested that Phillip go over there, which he did. He enjoys it over there; they’ve got 
work around Karratha, Exmouth and Carnarvon. He’s still over there, he’s still enjoying himself. The younger son is 



in Victor and building. He comes out to the farm every weekend and helps out there. He’s a great help, he enjoys 
it. 
 
At your age you need some help. You only have sheep now haven’t you? 
 
GD: Yes, yes. 
 
How many sheep do you have Geoff? 
 
GD:  I haven’t got that many at present we’re in a stage of improving the pastures and one thing and another and 
we’ve cut back a bit. We’ll build up again when we get things organised properly. 
 
What’s the average lifespan of a sheep before you sell them? 
 
GD: I suppose most of my life has been keeping wethers and we used to buy them over on, when my father was 
alive, we’d buy them over on Yorke Peninsula as lambs, wether lambs. We’d bring them home, shear them and 
then shear them as one and a half, two and a half, three and a half and four and a half year olds. Then, after they 
were shorn as four and a halfs we’d sell them. Kuwait was usually the buyer because they liked a big heavy 
wether and these wethers did turn out to be big heavy wethers. They also cut us a nice lot of wool so we were 
fortunate, back in those days, that what we got for them as a four and a half year old was about the same as we 
paid for them as lambs. The lambs’ wool, one and a half, two and a half, three and a half and four and a half year 
olds fleeces were all profit. When we sold those four and a half year olds the next couple of hundred wether 
lambs we bought would be paid for by the returns from those wethers. 
 
So the average lifespan was about four to five years? 
 
GD: For wethers, yes. Ewes, you can probably, if you’re breeding lambs from them you can probably go to six to 
eight years depending upon their teeth. If they start to lose their teeth they can’t bite off the grass so they lose 
condition and you’re back to square one again. 
 
You did all the shearing you said. 
 
GD: Well I used to do a lot of it until, between Dad and I we were running six to eight hundred sheep between us 
and then towards the middle of the sixties, Dad wanted to run a thousand on the two properties. Of course 1967 
was a dry year, we only had 11” of rain for the year and we had to sell sheep half way through the year because 
we had no feed for them. They’d eaten all the hay we’d stored up and no grass grew. He sent two hundred away 
to the abattoirs in June and I think he got about $2.00 a head for them. A month later I sent two hundred in there 
and I got $1.00 a head for them. 
 
It just goes to show that if you get too greedy you get caught. 
 
Now Geoff, is there a big difference now between farming now and when you learned it? 
 
GD: Oh yes. 
 
Tell us about it. 
 
GD: The costs have just gone mad. 
 
They say that the farmers aren’t making any money at all now. 
 
GD: They’re making money but they have to outlay a terrific amount to get it. Farm machinery today is you just 
about need to own the Bank to buy the machinery. That’s, in my opinion, where the whole problem is. The whole 
problem is that wages have gone sky-high, it’s just ridiculous. I mean, you think back to my childhood days, I 
started school in ’29 and that was the start of the Depression and all through the thirties there were that many 
out of work on the dole. All they were getting was their tucker sort of thing for working. Like I said, in ’38, I was 



getting five bob a week for five and a half day’s work. A qualified working man was probably only getting £5.0.0. 
Today you get labourers, building labourers and one thing and another, on $50.00 an hour. 
 
It’s gone way out of proportion. 
 
GD: Yes. 
 
Going back to the actual running a farm, is it all machinery now? There’s very little manual handling now is 
there? 
 
GD: No, there’s very little. You still have to shear by hand. Cows are all milked by machines. You’ve got machine 
shears now but you’ve got to have a man on the handpiece so there’s manual labour involved in it. 
 
The other thing, the other tragedy with farming is the droughts we’re getting, the weather we’re getting all the 
time. 
 
GD: I don’t know whether conditions are changing or not. 
 
You mean global warming? 
 
GD: Yeah. There’s not much being done about it if it is, put it that way. 
 
That’s right. That’s the tragedy. 
 
GD: In my opinion anyway. 
 
That’s right. That’s the tragedy. 
 
GD: My own opinion of it is there’s overpopulation and I don’t think that’s ever going to be reduced. If it is global 
warming, well, it’s just going to keep on going as long as population keeps on going. 
 
We keep seeing on the news the poor Queensland farmers are having it rough, aren’t they? There’s nothing to 
feed the sheep on. Apparently a lot of them are selling. 
 
GD: Yes, yes. That’s what I go back to you see, your costs, your rates and one thing and another, I mean to say you 
pay your rates but you don’t get too much for them. 
 
On a farm? No, no. At least you get the garbage picked up. 
 
GD: That’s about the lot. I mean the roads are not maintained in my opinion like they should be. If they can turn a 
blind eye to it, they will. That’s my opinion. 
 
That’s right, Councils are all the same as you know. We won’t go down that path. There’s no point going down 
that road. 
 
GD: Yes. 
 
So there’s a big difference, mainly a cost difference. This area was once the home of many aboriginal tribes. Did 
your family ever have any involvement with them? 
 
GD: I can remember my father saying that he could remember the aboriginal women coming up from Deps Beach, 
coming up the gully with fish. I think Dad said they were mainly sweep. 
 
To sell you fish you mean? 
 



GD: Wanting to exchange them with his mother for some bread or eggs or something like that. The other reason 
they used to come up there was the swamp at the mouth of the gully. Although they had their camp down at the 
mouth of the Inman River they’d walk right out to our farm to get the reeds to weave. Now there were plenty of 
reeds in this area where the Encounter Lakes are and at the back of Yilki, alongside the Tabernacle Church there, 
there were plenty of rushes growing through there but they’d always come out to our farm to the swamp there to 
get their reeds. Dad said his mother asked them one day why they came right out there and they said that the 
reason was that those rushes were a lot softer on their fingers and they didn’t crack when they were bent to 
weave. They had to be bent short to weave; they wouldn’t crack like the ones down the Bay. 
 
When I was going to school there was an aboriginal boy in a class photo, he came from down the mouth of the 
Inman there, he camped there. Ephraim Tripp was his name. 
 
They had their own camps of course but did they build anything to live in? 
 
GD: I don’t ever remember seeing their camp at the mouth of the Inman but I heard they had a camp there, and 
that’s where the lad came from to go to school. 
 
Have you ever found any aboriginal remains on your land or heard of any in the area? 
 
GD: Yes, on Dad’s farm, yeah I had to dig a hole to bury a horse and I found some when I was digging a hole. Well, 
I didn’t know what it was at first; it was just a change in the colour of the soil I thought. Then I came across a skull 
and then I realised that these changes in colour were where the bones had broken right down. Yeah, that was on 
an area of the farm and at the mouth of that gully, on to Deps Beach, the west end of Deps Beach, a little bit of a 
sandhill there, I found aboriginal bones there after a high tide when the hurricane hit back in 1948. 
 
The Barcoo frigate went ashore at Glenelg; you might be able to remember. That storm washed out some bones 
down on Deps and it also washed out bones on Kings Beach out of the sandhills there. So there was evidence that 
they were there. 
 
Interesting. Even last week when we were talking about this, the NBN works when they were digging up the 
roads for the National Broadband, they found some. 
 
GD: Yeah, they’ve been found in that area before. I believe they, one of the builders was building along there 
somewhere and one of the employees was digging the trenches, for the foundation and came across aboriginal 
bones. Yeah there were evidently burial grounds right through there. 
 
Interesting. Now, changing the subject, what are your earliest memories of Ocean Street and the Railway 
Station? 
 
GD: Ocean Street and the Railway Station? 
 
Yes, Ocean Street and the railway precinct. 
 
GD: Well the Railway Station area, opposite the Railway station, was I suppose was one of the prime business 
areas of Victor in the early days. I can remember Davies Boot Shop being there. Old Mr Tucker, the solicitor from 
Strath, he had an office there. There used to be a Bakery there so it was a pretty busy area in the earlier days. 
 
Ocean Street, well, most of this I remember from my schooldays. Starting from down the south end on the 
eastern side, there was the Crown Hotel, then there was a boot shop, owned by ‘Snowy’ or GR Nurton. The next 
place I can remember along there was Harry Upham, a hairdresser and I think there was a grocery there, probably 
where Tonkin’s shop is now. I think it was Michelmore’s but I’m not really sure on this. Like I say, in my early 
school days, but I think that’s right. 
 
The next place I can remember there was Garry Cooper’s billiard saloon. You went in a side door to get to that; I 
think there was a shop in front of it. Then there was the Commercial Bank that is still there, Holder the dentist, 



then Hardy the chemist, and I’m not sure, Cliff Castle a hairdresser was there but whether he was there in my 
schooldays I can’t remember. 
 
Then there was the Grosvenor Hotel, then come across Coral Street, Summerlea Mansions extended across most 
of Coral Street, they came right up to the Ocean Street corner. Behind them there were some shops, the one I can 
remember was Hoffman’s for films, they also developed films. Further down there was a fellow had a shop, his 
name was (sounds like Alb). I can’t really remember what he had but I can remember going there in my late 
schooldays to buy a packet of cartridges, .22 cartridges. 
 
Then the Post Office and then I think, I’m not really sure of the situations here, but there was Griffin’s Garage and 
then there was the bus office that we talked about earlier, where they used to pick us up and drop us off.  
 
Goldsbrough Mort, the stock agents, had an office there in that area and then on the corner, up to Torrens Street, 
there was Inverary Guest House; this was owned by Mr Bird. On the other side of the road, the west side, starting 
down the southern end again; Ted Field the butcher, and then I think there was his house. Barnes the greengrocer 
was there but I think he may have been after the War I know there was a greengrocer there but I can’t pick the 
year. 
 
(sounds like Bone) Brothers were grocers; two brothers had a grocery shop. After the War it was Four Square, I 
remember that but prior to that I think it traded as Bone Brothers. Then there was(sounds like Holberton’s) Music 
Shop, Prime’s Delicatessen,(sounds like Feurhardts) Bakery. Ruth Battye had a shop there where she sold frocks 
but whether that was during my schooldays or whether it was after I just can’t remember that, probably after I 
reckon. 
 
But during my schooldays there was Phillips, they had a furniture shop there, Halliday’s Fruit and Veg, then there 
was The Central and the Coffee Palace that was another Guest House. Then the Ozone Picture Theatre which was 
rebuilt during my schooldays. I think it had been burnt out. There were shops on each side of the entrance to the 
picture theatre. Then there was Bell’s Store which sold everything, then the Savings Bank of South Australia. 
Seaforth Guest House, the verandah of which was below street level and was run by the McNamara sisters; they 
were sisters who had red hair. 
 
I don’t know whether Davorens were there then, I can’t remember. I reckon they came after the War, I’m not 
sure but there were shops there and one of them was owned by a Williams and he stocked fruit and vegetables. 
Then the ES&A Bank, then the Police Station, then a Mr Maddern; he used to repair clocks and watches. There 
weren’t very many wristlet watches in those days; they were pocket watches and clocks. Then Doug Richardson, 
he stocked hardware but he was also an agent for various firms and then right on the corner was Sladdin’s and he 
was a photographer and during my schooldays he sold out to a chap by the name of Solly. And that’s as far as I 
can go. 
 
Geoff, if I have your memory and even if I get to ninety-two and have your memory I’ll be very grateful. That’s 
incredible! This is all from memory; you’ve not looked at history books. Amazing. 
 
GD: Of course Victor’s prime purpose back in those days was a guesthouse town. It had twenty-four to thirty 
guesthouses I suppose. 
 
They all came down from Adelaide I suppose. 
 
GD: Yes, yes. 
 
Obviously your parents used a lot of these shops. Do you remember getting your hair cut? 
 
GD: Yeah I can remember going to old Harry Upham. He was a reasonably elderly chap, thin chap, nice old sort of 
a bloke, but I can remember going there and being given sixpence I think it was to go and have a haircut and go in 
there. 
 
In those days it was a two-way street wasn’t it? 



 
GD: Yes, yes. Getting back to Harry, I mean it was all hand-clippers and scissors; there were no electric clippers 
back in those days. 
 
Was there any parking facility on the side of the two-way street? 
 
GD: Oh yeah, cars used to pull up on the side, yeah. Of course, the speed of the vehicles back in those days wasn’t 
what it is today. In fact I can remember everything changed because I can remember Dad would park down by the 
Savings Bank in Coral Street. Turn the motor off, hop out, go and do his shopping and one thing and another, the 
keys were still in the switch. His first car didn’t have windows or anything; it was an old Overland and above the 
door there was either nothing or a little cloth screen or a screen with a little celluloid in the middle to see out of. 
Two little stakes at each end of it which you poked into two holes on the top of the door. 
 
We’ll never be able to duplicate some of the wonderful old things that we still miss, emotionally as well. 
Looking ahead for Victor Harbor – how do you think it will develop over the next fifty years; particularly Ocean 
Street? 
 
GD: Well according to all accounts Ocean Street’s almost dead now as I understand it, compared with back in the 
old days. 
 
That’s when it was a main street. 
 
GD: Yes. 
 
Not any more. 
 
GD: No. I don’t know what they can do there; it’s more or less a one way street now and if the business isn’t going 
to come there. I suppose one of the main reasons is, the same as I’ve said before, is the high rates of rent and one 
thing and another, there’s probably a lot to do with it. If you’re not going to get the people in there you’re not 
going to get the returns so with the high rates of rent it just makes it inevitable that jobs and shops aren’t going to 
be there. 
 
You can’t make a living. 
 
GD: No, no. I think eventually Victor will finish up as an outer suburb of Adelaide. 
 
Maybe in fifty to a hundred years. 
 
GD: Yes, yes. There’s that many people now that go from Victor to Adelaide and one thing and another I think the 
way it’s going that’s the way it will eventually finish up. You’ve got housing now almost down to Willunga; you’ve 
only got the gap then from the top of Willunga Hill to the outskirts of Victor. Then it will start up again as a 
subsidiary sort of, of Adelaide. 
 
Now we have the Expressway both ways that will help that as well. If you’re driving to work in Adelaide you’re 
looking at two and a half hours a day driving, two and a half to three. 
 
GD: Yeah that’s the strange part about it. I mentioned earlier the bus trip to Adelaide was only just over two 
hours to Adelaide back in the ‘30s. The bus flat out back in those days, I suppose was doing thirty to thirty-five 
miles an hour, today they’re doing one hundred kilometres an hour but it still takes nearly as long. There’s 
nowhere near the twists and turns today in the road as it was back in those days but there’s a darn sight more 
accidents. This all goes back to, in my opinion, to haste; everybody wants to be there as quick as they can. 
 
Speeding, yes. 
 
GD: Yes. 
 



And of course, the traffic build-up and congestion slows you down as well. 
 
GD: The other thing too I think, there seems to be that people today, they see one hundred kilometre sign on the 
side of the road, they think they’ve got to do a hundred where that sign is the maximum; that’s what that sign is 
there for, a maximum of a hundred or a maximum of a hundred and ten or a maximum of sixty. The modern 
generation seems to be of the opinion that you’ve got to do it whereas that’s bad education I think. 
 
Half of them do more than a hundred. 
 
GD: Yes, yes. 
 
Which is back to more accidents. I think you’re right in the long term we’ll become so populated in South 
Australia we’ll become a suburb of Adelaide. 
 
Geoff, we’re running out of time, is there anything else you’d like to talk about? 
 
GD: I’d just like to say that the few deaths that have been on the South Coast in the last few years, in Petrel Cove 
and Deps, I don’t think that any amount of signs or anything like that will have any effect; if a person wants to 
swim in any of those places they will irrespective of notices or otherwise. 
 
They will take the risk. 
 
GD: It’s just the same with driving on the road; you’ve got those signs up to tell you you’re not supposed to do 
more than this and they are disregarded. Those signs would be disregarded as well but I can remember in my 
schooldays, Petrel Cove was the surf beach in South Australia. 
 
South Australia? 
 
GD: Every Christmas all the young folk from town would be at Petrel Cove, surfing. Now there was probably a 
drowning or two there, I don’t remember offhand but it was the surf beach of South Australia. That I think was 
probably because that’s when surfing first came to Australia and the beaches at Sydney were the places to surf; 
you’ve got Manly and Bondi and Coogee and all these other little beaches in Sydney are much the same as Petrel 
Cove. They’re a little beach in between headlands and irrespective of all the notices they put there, there’ll still be 
drownings there because Tom, Dick or Harry, if he wants to go for a swim there he’ll go for a swim there. 
 
If he’s been brought up the right way and looks for the rips before he goes in the water he’ll be OK. Petrel Cove 
and Deps have both got a rip on the west end of the beach. As kiddies we were always allowed to go down the 
beach there in the hot weather but we were warned there was a rip on the west end there, keep away from 
there. We never had any problems, none of the three of us could swim, we’re still here. 
 
You couldn’t swim? 
 
GD: Nope! 
 
Was swimming or going in to the sea a hobby of yours? 
 
GD: No, fishing was a hobby. 
 
Was fishing your main hobby? 
 
GD: I used to go whenever I could, yeah. 
 
With the Rumbelows! 
 
GD: No, no. I liked it and Deps Beach was a good place to catch mullet from about February through to March, 
sometimes it would be a bit early but it would always come late January I’d often go down there of a day and just 



see if there was any mullet there on the beach. If it was, a quick trip down to the Bay down there, Franklin 
Parade, get a few seaweed worms and back home and grab the rod and down we’d go and come back with a feed 
of mullet. 
 
Did you have any other hobbies? 
 
GD: No not apart from shooting rabbits, foxes, one thing and another. Not really, I used to play cricket after the 
War and I played football for a year but hurt my knee and gave that away. I played cricket for ten years I think 
after the War. I enjoyed that. 
 
Are you still with the RSL? 
 
GD: I haven’t paid up my membership for years so probably you could say, “No!” 
 
We talked about this very briefly earlier and it’s now getting too commercialised and glorified. 
 
GD: Yes, yes. 
 
War is far from glory. 
 
GD: Yes, yes. No I’ll agree with you there; it’s not what it used to be, there’s too much made of it now. 
 
That’s right. It’s exploited for commercial reasons. Alright Geoff, thank you so much for sharing your life with 
us and contributing to the Oral History Project. Thank you. 
 
GD: Thank you. 
 
You’ve reached the ripe old age of ninety-two and it’s a pretty foregone conclusion, you’re going to see one 
hundred, don’t you think? 
 
GD: You’ll never know! 


